Results from a variety of sources indicate a role for pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide (PACAP) in light/glutamate-induced phase resetting of the circadian clock mediated by the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT). Attempts to block or remove PACAP's contribution to clock-resetting have generated phenotypes that differ in their responses to light or glutamate. For example, previous studies of circadian behaviors found that period-maintenance and early-night phase delays are intact in PACAP-null mice, yet there is a consistent deficit in behavioral phase-resetting to light stimulation in the late night. Here we report rodent stimulus-response characteristics of PACAP release from the RHT, and map these to responses of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in intact and PACAP-deficient mouse hypothalamus with regard to phase-resetting. SCN of PACAP-null mice exhibit normal circadian rhythms in neuronal activity, but are "blind" to glutamate stimulating phase-advance responses in late night, although not in early night, consistent with previously reported selective lack of late-night light behavioral responsiveness of these mice. Induction of CREB phosphorylation, a hallmark of the light/glutamate response of the SCN, also is absent in SCN-containing ex vivo slices from PACAP-deficient mouse hypothalamus. PACAP replacement to the SCN of PACAP-null mice restored wild-type phase-shifting of firing-rate patterns in response to glutamate applied to the SCN in late night. Likewise, ex vivo SCN of wild-type mice post-orbital enucleation are unresponsive to glutamate unless PACAP also is restored. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the period of efficacy of PACAP at SCN nerve terminals corresponds to waxing of PACAP mRNA expression in ipRGCs during the night, and waning during the day. These results validate the use of PACAP-deficient Frontiers in Neuroscience | www.frontiersin.org 1 December 2019 | Volume 13 | Article 1281 Lindberg et al. PACAP in RHT to SCN Signaling mice in defining the role and specificity of PACAP as a co-transmitter with glutamate in ipRGC-RHT projections to SCN in phase advancing the SCN circadian rhythm in late night.
INTRODUCTION
Internal circadian clocks must be both self-sustaining and flexible if they are to be useful in organizing behavior and physiology. Despite discoveries regarding peripheral oscillators, the circadian clock in the SCN is still considered one of the few sets of mammalian cells that maintains its own circadian rhythm relative to the external environment. It does this by responding to external time cues, the most important of which for mammals is light. This combination of internal rhythm generation and sensitivity to change makes the SCN an intriguing model of intrinsic mammalian brain function, and its adaptation to the environment.
In addition to the actions of glutamate (Ding et al., 1994) there is some evidence that PACAP plays a role in mammalian clock resetting. PACAP is a member of the secretin/glucagon/vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) family originally isolated from ovine hypothalamus (Miyata et al., 1989) . Since its discovery only 18 years ago, several roles have been established for PACAP, including mediation of neurotransmitter release, vasodilation, bronchodilation, mediation of intestinal activity, increase of insulin and histamine secretion, and cell multiplication and differentiation (reviewed in Vaudry et al., 2000) . PACAP has been co-localized with glutamate in the terminals of the RHT on the SCN (Hannibal et al., 1997 (Hannibal et al., , 2000 (Hannibal et al., , 2001b and has been found to shift the clock under certain conditions (Hannibal et al., 1997) . PACAP has also been shown to be associated with melanopsin, one of photopigments of the retina necessary for clock entrainment (Panda et al., 2002; Ruby et al., 2002) .
Exogenous application of PACAP has been more controversial, alternately causing delays (Piggins et al., 2001) , light-like shifts (Harrington et al., 1999) , or no effect alone but modification of light or glutamate-induced shifts (Chen et al., 1999; Tischkau et al., 2000) . In PACAP-and PACAP receptor-deficient mice, designed to test PACAP's circadian role, altered shifting that is not clearly consistent either with the previous pharmacological manipulations of PACAP in the SCN or with each other has been reported (Chen et al., 1999; Hannibal et al., 2001a; Kawaguchi et al., 2003; Colwell et al., 2004) .
Another strain of mice was generated in 2002 that does not express detectable levels of PACAP (Hamelink et al., 2002) . Like the Colwell model (Colwell et al., 2004) , it was generated on the background of the C57BL6 mouse, but it eliminated only the PACAP-coding sequence, not the PRP sequence found in exon 4 (Okazaki et al., 1995) . Thus, this Abbreviations: PACAP, pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide; SCN, suprachiasmatic nucleus; VGluT2, vesicular glutamate transporter isoform 2. model may represent a more specific lesion of the PACAP peptide sequence and was generated on a background strain most easily comparable to other mice that have been described with respect to circadian phenotype (Buchanan, 2002; Abbott, 2005) including the PAC1-null mice (Hannibal et al., 2001a) . Examination of this strain of mice was designed to complement previous experiments on PACAP transgenic mice and to extend findings into a new modality. By replicating some previous experiments we hope to shed light on an earlier controversy -the discrepancy of shifting in systems with a disruption of PACAP signaling. By introducing another level of examination -the brain-slice preparation -we sought to further test the reliability of behavioral results and to create another method to answer signaling questions at the level of the SCN.
Each examination of PACAP-deficient compared to wild-type mice tested the effect of light on a background of constant conditions. While each strain of mouse showed significant differences in light-induced phase resetting compared to wildtype mice, PACAP-receptor null mice differed in phenotype from PACAP null mice (Hannibal et al., 2001a; Kawaguchi et al., 2003; Colwell et al., 2004) . The alternate lesions of a peptide and its receptor, with complementary results, are basic criteria that establish each animal as a preferred organism with which to study that peptide signaling system. This approach was championed by Harmar et al. (2002) for PACAP/VIP signaling in SCN (Shen et al., 2000; Cutler et al., 2003; Aton et al., 2005) , and is extended here. We have previously reported that light exposure to mice specifically deficient in PACAP, but not lacking PACAP-related peptide (PrP) expression (Hamelink et al., 2002) results in shifts reminiscent of the original PACAP receptor null mice generated by Hannibal et al. (2001a) , (Beaule et al., 2009) .
We here examine SCN from PACAP-null, compared to wild-type mice, in a brain slice preparation, to extend our previous examination of the phase-shifting phenotype of PACAPdeficient mice in vivo to the mechanisms of PACAP action at the retinohypothalamic synapse in the SCN itself. In this slice preparation, the SCN expresses a peak in spontaneous firing rate during midday, between CT6 and 7. This peak recurs ∼24 h later, at the same circadian time , and is shifted by a variety of stimuli in a manner consistent with the behavioral responses seen in the intact animal (Ding et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1999; Harrington et al., 1999; Tischkau et al., 2000; Buchanan and Gillette, 2005) . Shifts represent a change in phase of the SCN, since peaks after a treatment recur ∼24 h after the first (shifted) peak (Gillette and Prosser, 1988; Hannibal et al., 1997) . This preparation applied to PACAP transgenic animals thus has the power to study altered physiology in the same ways that it has previously been used to study relatively intact physiology and response to circadian signals of change. In the past, this preparation has been used to attempt to study a role of PACAP in circadian shifting (Chen et al., 1999) . In PACAP-null mice, this preparation has the advantage of assured elimination of PACAP signaling. It is first important, however, to run appropriate controls for a system that has been otherwise lesioned over the course of the animals' development.
Since PACAP-null mice maintain an endogenous peak in spontaneous SCN firing-rate frequency that is similar to wildtype animals, it is possible to compare their response to glutamate applied directly to the SCN. Importantly, this preparation also allows the controlled replacement of PACAP into a system with otherwise undetectable levels of the peptide (Hamelink et al., 2002) . This replacement makes possible an important control for transgenic animals that has not been performed in previous models, and suggests means of further characterizing the role of PACAP in the SCN.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Peptides were purchased from AnaSpec (Fremont, CA, United States) unless otherwise noted. Antibodies were all obtained from commercial sources and these are indicated throughout the section "Results."
Animals
All manipulations were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the Division of Animal Resources at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Homozygote PACAP-null mice were derived as described previously (Hamelink et al., 2002) and bred onto a C57BL/6N background through 12 successive backcrossings (Hamelink et al., 2002) . C57BL/6N mice were obtained from the same commercial source as the C57Bl/6N mice used to establish the PACAP null backcross line (Charles River).
Hypothalamic tissue explants with optic nerves intact were obtained from rats (Long-Evans) and mice (C57Bl/6) using previously described methods (Burgoon et al., 2004) .
Enucleation Surgery and Circadian Timing
Mice 6-24 weeks old were housed under 12-h light:12-h dark (LD) cycles and provided food and water ad libitum. Zeitgeber time (ZT) is determined from the animal's LD cycle, with time of lights-on designated ZT 0. Because brain slices are maintained in constant conditions where the clock functions with a period of ∼24-h without external time cues, the time of lights-on in the donor colony is designated as circadian time 0 (CT 0). Thus, subjective day (CT 0-12) corresponds to the light portion of the donor's former lighting schedule; subjective night (CT 12-24) corresponds to the dark portion of the donor's cycle. For animals in constant darkness (when referred to in comparison to the studies performed here), onset of activity -designated by convention as CT12 -is used to determine period and indicate treatment times. Period is estimated by averaging the time between activity onsets for the 5 days prior to treatment. Treatment times are determined in circadian time to compensate for periods different than 24 h. For enucleated animals, onset of wheel-running activity -designated by convention as CT 12 -is used to determine period and treatment times (Beaule et al., 2009) .
Bilateral orbital enucleation was performed on 8-weekold male C57Bl/6J mice (Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, ME, United States) under ketamine, medetomidine anesthesia, by severing the optic nerve, muscle and other connective tissues, and removing the eyes. The eye cavity was packed with sterile Gelfoam TM and the eyelid closed by suture. Mice recovered for an additional 8 weeks to ensure optic nerve degeneration.
Preparation, Chemical Treatment, and Single Unit Activity Recording of Brain Slices
Brain slices were prepared during the day, ≥2 h before the onset of the dark phase as preparation at night can alter clock phase (Gillette, 1986) . The hypothalamus was blocked from the virgin brain and coronal slices were cut at 500 µm with a mechanical chopper. Slices containing the SCN were placed at the interface of a brain slice chamber (Prosser and Gillette, 1991) where they were perfused with glucose-/bicarbonate-/gentamicin-supplemented Earle's balanced salt solution (EBSS, Gibco BRL/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, United States) while exposed to 95% O 2 :5% CO 2 at 35 • C. This perfusion media was also used as the vehicle of chemical treatment of slices. Spontaneous single unit activity (SUA) was recorded extracellularly, under direct visual guidance of the recording electrode. SCN maintained in this way continue to generate a circadian rhythm of neuronal activity for up to 3 days in explant culture. The SCNs are clearly visible as translucent, ovoid structures at the base of the third ventricle, nestled in the optic chiasm.
Chemical treatment of a slice was applied via microdrop application under visual guidance. Before treatment, media flow was stopped and the media level in the slice chamber was lowered to expose the surface of the SCN. A 1 µl drop was applied to each SCN (two drops/slice) and the cover of the chamber was replaced to prevent evaporation. Glutamate was applied at 10 mM, a dose repeatedly shown to elicit consistent shifts in the mammalian SCN slice (Ding et al., 1994) . PACAP was applied at varying concentrations, indicated in context. All treatments were dissolved in fresh, warm, oxygenated perfusion medium (supplemented EBSS) as a vehicle. Following 10 min after stimulus application, the slices were rinsed with fresh perfusion medium, and media flow was restored. At least 1 h was allowed to elapse following treatment before recording was resumed.
The spontaneous extracellular activity of neurons in the SCN was measured by means of a glass electrode filled with a 5-M NaCl solution. The electrode was positioned over the SCN and is advanced slowly through the tissue. When a neuron was detected, its activity was recorded for 4 min. After each recording, the electrode was advanced until another neuron could be found or the slice had been fully penetrated. After a complete pass, the electrode was arbitrarily repositioned so as to sample the entire SCN area. Ensemble activity was determined by means of a 2-h running average grouped into 15-min bins. The peak of the running average was determined visually.
For electrical stimulation (rat), slices were stimulated using a suction electrode or a platinum bipolar electrode. To stimulate the RHT, optic nerves were pulled into the suction electrode or laid across the bipolar electrode. Nerves were stimulated for 5 min, and pulse frequency was set at 5, 10, and 20 Hz. Voltage strength was 2.5-10 V with a 0.05-1 ms pulse duration. SCN population spikes were observed during stimulation to confirm presence of P and N waves associated with postsynaptic responses and to detect possible current spread. If no P and N waves were detected, it was assumed that the nerves were damaged and that slice was not used for recording. Post-recording nerve crush followed by re-stimulation verified elimination of P and N waves. To verify the specificity of RHT activation on the circadian clock, a separate set of experiments stimulated the posterior hypothalamic areas instead of the optic nerves. A bipolar electrode was directed to the posterior hypothalamic area and the tissue was stimulated using the same stimulation parameters as those for the optic nerves.
Immunoreactivity of PACAP Releasate
Horizontal slices (400-450 µm) containing: (1) the ventral hypothalamus including the SCN, optic chiasm, and optic nerves or (2) a reduced slice ("nerve/chiasm" preparation) containing the SCN, optic chiasm, and optic nerves were prepared between CT 0-2 from Long-Evans rats using a vibrating slicer. Slices were incubated in EBSS supplemented with 24.6 mM glucose, 26.2 mM sodium bicarbonate plus 2.5 mg/l gentamicin, at pH 7.4. A protease inhibitor (Complete TM , no EDTA, Roche Diagnostics) was added to the EBSS to prevent proteolysis. Slices stimulated in 0 Ca 2+ were incubated in calcium-free EBSS, with Complete TM containing EDTA, Roche Diagnostics).
Nitrocellulose filter paper was pre-wetted with 10-20 µl of EBSS to prevent slices adhering to the paper. Slices were placed SCN-side down on the paper and optic nerves were stimulated for 2 min with a bipolar electrode. Slices were gently removed, and the nitrocellulose was immediately fixed in paraformaldehyde vapor for 120-150 min and processed as previously published (Reimer et al., 1999) . Briefly, the fixed paper was then incubated with the PACAP antibody (diluted 1:5) for 24 h at 4 • C, and then washed in PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100 and incubated with a biotinylated rabbit anti-mouse antiserum (E464, Dako, Copenhagen, Denmark, diluted 1:800) for 1 h. After washing and incubating for 30 min at room temperature in ABC-streptavidin horseradish peroxidase complex diluted 1:125 (Dako, Denmark), the filter papers were washed, then incubated in biotinylated tyramide using a TSA-kit (Tyramide System Amplification; DuPont NEN., Boston, MA, United States) diluted 1:100. After another wash in PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100 and a new incubation in ABC-streptavidin horseradish peroxidase complex as before, the papers were incubated in a solution of diaminobenzidine (DAB, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, United States) for 15 min. The reaction was terminated by washing the filter paper with tap water. Samples on each panel were processed for PACAP together. Images were cropped but not adjusted for brightness or contrast.
Relative staining intensity was quantified using NIH Image J software. Images of the nitrocellulose paper containing the "slice" and the PACAP "stain" were stacked together and an outline of the slice was traced. The stain image intensity was measured, using the slice image outline. Staining intensity was normalized against a 10-µM PACAP-38 microdrop control image. Values are reported as means ± standard error.
Western Immunoblot
Suprachiasmatic nucleus slices were prepared as previously described, but were then reduced in size to an "SCN punch" by means of a 2-mm diameter sample corer. After treatment, punches were frozen on dry ice and subsequently homogenized by repeat pipetting in 50 µl ice-cold Tissue Protein Extraction Reagent (T-PER) with 1× Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (PI, Roche) and 1× Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail (PhI, Cal Biochem, sets I and II). Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 min at 4 • C, and the protein supernatant transferred to a new chilled microfuge tube. Protein content of each sample was determined by the Micro BCA Protein Assay. Total protein (35 µg) was resolved by 4-15% SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose. Each blot was probed with rabbit polyclonal antibodies to phosphorylated CREB and rabbit polyclonal anti-CREB (non-phospho-specific) from Upstate Biotechnology, Inc. (Lake Placid, NY, United States). HRP-linked antibodies against rabbit were used in conjunction with Supersignal chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce). Blots were digitally quantitated using the Biochemi Imaging system (UVP, Upland, CA, United States) and Labworks 4.0. pCREBir was compared to total CREB-ir to control for loading differences between wells, and this ratio was used to determine CREB phosphorylation. Average CREB phosphorylation in untreated slices of each blot was normalized to 1 to facilitate comparisons of induction.
Double Immunofluorescence
Immunofluorescence staining of coronal sections through the anterior diencephalon of FFPE brains of C57Bl/6 mice was carried out as previously described (Schafer et al., 2010 ), using the antibodies described and at the dilutions previously employed. Immunofluorescence signals were documented in a surface scan using a BX50WI confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus Optical, Hamburg, Germany) and Olympus Fuoview 2.1 software, and stored as false color images (8-bit tiff format).
RNAScope Analysis of PACAP mRNA Expression in Retina
The eyeballs from three wild-type mice (C57BL/6N, n = 3) were freshly excised at each time point, frozen on Dry Ice, embedded in freezing medium (TissueTec TM ) at −20 • C and sectioned on a cryostat. Sagitta examine PACAP mRNA expression in retina by in situ histochemistry. The RNAscope 2.5 HD Reagent Kit-RED assay (Cat No. 322360, Advanced Cell Diagnostics, San Francisco, CA, United States) and mouse PACAP probe (Adcyap1, Cat No. 405911, Advanced Cell Diagnostics, San Francisco, CA, United States) were used for in situ hybridization of mouse retina sections following the user manual of the products. 50% hematoxylin staining solution was used for counterstaining. Slides with retina sections were image-captured with 20× objective with ZEISS Axio Scan (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Thornwood, NY, United States) and images for sections from each animal were organized and converted to TIF files with BrainMaker (MBF Bioscience, Williston, VT, United States).
Data Quantitation and Statistical Analysis
Data for immunohistochemical investigations are presented as representative images to justify qualitative and comparative statements made in text about chemoanatomical features of PACAP circuitry. Single-plex images of RNAscope results were quantified with Fuji ImageJ. Briefly, color deconvolution was used to separate the single-plex images into different color channels: images for counter-stained nuclei were used to count cell number on retinal ganglion cell (RGC) layer and images for PACAP probe signals (RED) were used to quantify the integrated density (IntDen) of the signal within the RGC layer. Relative intensity of PACAP mRNA signal/cell at each time point was calculated as: IntDen of probe signal divided by cell number, then normalized by mean of the IntDen/cell at 11 AM (CT5). Post hoc Bonferroni analysis following one-way ANOVA using SigmaPlot 14.0 (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, United States) was conducted to compare PACAP mRNA expression between different time points.
For electrical recordings, the average time of peak activity of the neuronal ensemble was compared between each treatment and untreated animals to test the presence of a phase shift, and between experimental (PACAP-null, enucleated), and control (wild-type) animals for each condition using ANOVA. For western immunoblot, normalized densitometry was compared between control and each condition using ANOVA. Statistics are reported as the mean ± SEM. Alpha was set at 0.05 for all statistical tests.
RESULTS
PACAP Release From the Retinohypothalamic Tract Onto the SCN and Phase Advance Elicited by Optic Nerve Stimulation Exhibit Identical Frequency-Dependence
A 20 Hz, 5 V, 2 min optic nerve stimulation invokes a phase advance in rodent horizontal brain slices (Atkins et al., 2018) . Accordingly, to determine a correlation indicative of causality between PACAP release and phase advance elicited in the SCN from the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT), we performed PACAP release experiments in rat SCN ex vivo, a preparation in which peptide secretion could technically be readily monitored. PACAP staining specific to the SCN was examined by using reduced horizontal slices containing the optic nerves, the optic chiasm, and its overlying hypothalamic tissue, including the SCN. PACAP release experiments revealed that 20 Hz stimulation to the optic nerves released PACAP (Figure 1) . To determine if RHTactivated PACAP release was synaptic in nature, samples were also stimulated in the absence of external calcium, or after optic nerve crush. PACAP staining intensity was not different among sham-stimulated, 20 Hz in 0 Ca 2+ , and nerve crush followed by 20 Hz stimulation samples. Only 20 Hz stimulated samples with normal extracellular calcium and intact optic nerve input exhibited significantly higher levels of PACAP staining compared to sham-stimulated controls (Figure 1) .
The results above establish a correlation between firing frequency of the retinohypothalamic inputs to the SCN, and PACAP release within the SCN itself. Thus, the circadian dependence of glutamate administration to trigger late-night phase shifting would be expected to show PACAP dependence in a system in which endogenous PACAP expression could be independently manipulated. We turned to the mouse ex vivo SCN slice preparation in order to answer this question.
Distribution and Glutamatergic Phenotype of PACAPergic Fibers to SCN in the Mouse
Pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide innervation of the mouse SCN is coincident with the expression of VGLUT2 in SCN terminals (Figure 2A) . Importantly, after removal of PACAP (i.e., in PACAP-deficient mice) the pattern of innervation by VGluT2, and the pattern of expression of VIP in the cells of the SCN itself is unchanged (Figure 2B) , demonstrating the SCN in PACAP-deficient mice remains essentially unchanged, save for the absence of PACAP itself. In addition, RHT innervation of the mouse SCN appears similar to that of other rodent species, and justifies at least limited generalization about the pattern and purpose of retinohypothalamic innervation of the SCN originating in intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) (Keenan et al., 2016) .
Spontaneous Electrical Firing Rate Shifts Mirror Behavioral Rhythm Activity of SCN in the Mouse
Firing-rate patterns can be used to determine subjective time following chemical treatment of SCN that have been removed from mice and maintained in culture. This allows the examination of phase shifting following chemical application directly to SCN, despite the absence of wheel -running activity. As in behavioral experiments, untreated slices of wildtype, biorbitally enucleated wild-type, and PACAP-deficient mice were recorded to determine whether and when each showed a spontaneous peak of firing-rate frequency. Each exhibited peaks between CT 6 and 7 [wild-type: CT 6.25 ± 0.12 h, PACAPnull: CT 6.54 ± 0.07 h (Figure 3) ; enucleated: CT 6.58 ± 0.17; FIGURE 1 | PACAP release after optic nerve stimulation is calcium-and frequency-dependent. PACAP releasate is immunodetected in the SCN region of horizontal brain slices following optic nerve stimulation but not in sham stimulated, simulation following nerve crush, or in bathing medium lacking external Ca 2+ . mean ± SEM, n = 5-6]. These are consistent with previous electrical recordings in rat and mouse ex vivo hypothalamic slices (Green and Gillette, 1982; Shibata et al., 1982; Burgoon et al., 2004) . With these baseline characteristics established in the brain-slice preparation, we wished to determine whether exposure to glutamate would induce shifts in firingrate patterns in slices, as exposure to light shifts wheel-running patterns in intact animals.
Applying glutamate to SCN of wild-type and PACAP-null mice is an approximation of natural phase shifting, but one step further "downstream" from simple light exposure. By isolating and exposing the SCN, neurotransmitters such as glutamate may be applied and SCN activity observed directly. To test whether or not PACAP-null mice would show intact shifts to direct glutamate application, we examined the glutamate responsiveness of wild-type and PACAP null mice at selected time-points of the early (CT 14) and late (CT 22) night, to determine if the PACAP dependence of light-induced phase advance in circadian rhythm we reported in intact mice would persist in the ex vivo preparation. In that case, potential indirect effects of PACAP deficiency on SCN function, such as impaired sensory transduction from the retina secondary to pupillary reflex impairment, could be eliminated. SCN from wild-type mice respond to glutamate during the subjective night in a manner parallel to the response of intact animals to light in the mouse, as in the rat (Ding et al., 1994) , with significant phase delays at CT 14 (Ding et al., 1994) and phase advances at CT 22 (2.81 ± 0.26 h, n = 5, Figure 3) .
Consistent with results from wheel-running experiments, PACAP-deficient mice showed robust phase delays (131.5 ± 11.2 min, n = 5) in response to glutamate stimulation at CT 14. These delays were significantly different from untreated slices (p < 0.001 for each, t-test) but not significantly different from shifts seen in SCN, from wild-type mice, treated with glutamate at CT14 (p > 0.2, n.s., t-test). In contrast to the shifts seen in early night, and consistent with behavioral results, SCN FIGURE 3 | Glutamate-stimulated phase advance in SCN slices is absent in PACAP-deficient mouse slices and is rescued with exogenous PACAP. Left panel (A-D) shows the phase advancing and delaying effects of late and early night glutamate application in a representative ex vivo hypothalamic/SCN slice preparation, and the lack of effect of PACAP alone on circadian rhythm of electrical activity of the SCN. Right panel (E-I) shows the lack of phase advance by late-night glutamate application in a representative ex vivo hypothalamic/SCN slice preparation from PACAP-deficient mice, and its rescue by application of exogenous PACAP, which applied alone is without effect on phasing of neuronal firing. (J) (separate panel) this summarizes the phase shifts of all preparations tested (i.e., from four to seven individual animals/ex vivo preparations per condition), calculated as described in the section "Materials and Methods." from PACAP-null mice failed to show the robust phase advance response to application of glutamate at CT22 seen in slices from wild-type mice. Thus, PACAP-deficient mouse slices showed phase delays in response to glutamate at CT14 (75.5 ± 23.8 min, p < 0.001), but not phase advances in response to glutamate at CT22 (Figure 3) . These shifts replicate alterations in lightresponsiveness in intact, behaving mice, supporting the use of the brain-slice preparation to study further the mechanisms of PACAP-glutamate co-transmission in phase modulation of SCN rhythmicity.
Exogenous PACAP Rescues Late Night Phase Advancing Activity in PACAP-Null Mice
The results described above strongly suggest that PACAP plays an integral role in phase advances in response to light and glutamate during late night phase advance, but not early night phase delay. This is largely consistent with results seen in PAC1-R null mice (Hannibal et al., 2001a) , but is not the same as results seen in other PACAP-null mouse models which demonstrate a diminished phase delay in early night (Kawaguchi et al., 2003; Colwell et al., 2004) . One of the potential confounds of any genetically ablated animal model is the potential for wide-ranging, non-specific alterations as a result of a genetic lesion present during the entire course of development. An alternate explanation for altered shifting might suggest that such non-specific developmental disruptions result in altered shifting in the absence of a critical role for PACAP during the normal course of phase resetting. Fortunately, the PACAP-null mouse model holds the capacity to test such a hypothesis. Because exogenous PACAP may be replaced in the brain-slice preparation, the potential for PACAP to restore normal responses to glutamate may be directly tested.
A 1 µl drop of 10 nM PACAP does not shift either wild-type or PACAP-null SCN slices when applied alone at CT 22. Peak times were not distinguishable from untreated slices (p > 0.2, not significant, Figure 3E ). It has already been seen that 10 mM glutamate induces phase delays in PACAP-null mice. However, 10 nM PACAP, applied with 10 mM glutamate at CT 22, restored phase advances in PACAP-null mice that were significantly different than both untreated slices and slices treated only with PACAP, but not statistically different than those seen in wild-type mice (shift = 153.9 ± 21.1 min, p > 0.2, Figure 3) .
Data accrued for individual experiments shown in Figure 3 are summarized in Figure 3J , where the overall early and late-night phase shifts induced by glutamate in wild-type and PACAP-null mice, and the effects of PACAP in rescuing defects in each case, are depicted graphically.
Dose-Response of PACAP Replacement on Glutamate-Induced Phase Shifting in PACAP-Null Mice
In order to examine glutamate signaling in the absence of confounding effects of PACAP, glutamate and PACAP were coapplied in PACAP-null mice using 1 pM and 10 nM PACAP concentrations, doses that had previously been shown to have no significant shifting effect on the clock. 10 nM PACAP, applied with 10 mM glutamate at CT 22, restored phase advances in PACAP-null mice that were not statistically significantly different than those seen in wild-type mice (shift = 153.9 ± 21.1 min, p > 0.2). Co-application of glutamate and 1 pM PACAP also resulted in phase shifts, but these shifts were substantially larger than those induced by glutamate in wild-type mice (shift = 264.5 ± 34.6 min). These shifts were significantly larger than those seen either in glutamate-treated wild-type mice (p ≤ 0.014) or PACAP-null mice exposed to glutamate and 10 nM PACAP (p ≤ 0.035) (Figure 4) .
Adult Lesion of PACAP via Biorbital Enucleation Demonstrates Similar Results to the PACAP-Null Mice
The importance of the retinal input of PACAP, rather than PACAP innervation from other sources, on the phase advance is demonstrated by the lack of a phase advance with glutamate application at CT 22 in SCN from biorbitally enucleated mice. These displayed no significant difference in their peak in firing rate between untreated (CT 6.58 ± 0.17) and those treated with a 10 mM glutamate application at CT 22 (CT 6.83 ± 0.20), unless PACAP was added to the preparation during glutamate administration (CT 3.83 ± 0.30) (Figure 5) .
Glutamate-Induced pCREB Induction Is Attenuated in PACAP-Null Mice
As seen in other rodents (Ginty et al., 1993; Ding et al., 1997; McNulty et al., 1998; von Gall et al., 1998; Tischkau et al., 2003) , glutamate treatment in wild-type mice elicited a significant two to threefold induction in phosphorylation of CREB (2.69 ± 0.51fold induction vs. untreated p ≤ 0.01, n = 5). In PACAP-null mice, a slight induction was noted, although this induction was not significant. The lack of induction of pCREB in PACAP-null mice demonstrates a role for PACAP in the known internal signal transduction pathways stimulated by glutamate (Figure 6 ).
PACAP mRNA Expression in Retina Across the Circadian Period
The expression of endogenous PACAP in the retina has not previously been examined in C57Bl6 mice, although previous studies in PACAP-deficient and wild-type C57Bl6 mice have assumed that PACAP mRNA and peptide are expressed in ipRGCs of mice, and in this mouse strain, as previously reported in the rat, and as well, EGFP expression is found in ipRGCs of PACAP-EGFP transgenic mice (Condro et al., 2016) . Surprisingly, we found a wide range in the intensity and number of PACAP mRNA-positive cells in the retina sampled at various times, and performed a systematic study across the circadian period to characterize this variation. The number of PACAP mRNA-positive ipRGCs increases dramatically during subjective night, compared to subjective day in the C57Bl/6N strain used in these studies (Figure 7) . Changes in PACAP expression across the day have not previously been reported in any rodent species including mouse and rat, and further examination of this phenomenon in both rats and mice appears warranted.
DISCUSSION
The ability of the clock to entrain to external light and darkness is dependent upon photic transmission from eyes to the SCN via a subset of RGCs. Glutamate is accepted as a first message carrying light information from the RGCs to the SCN; however, the distribution of melanopsin in the RGCs reaching the SCN was also found to be identical to that for PACAP (Hannibal et al., 2002) , implying a role for PACAP in light-entrainment of the clock. Investigations of PACAP and glutamate in circadian photic entrainment have revealed that these neuromodulators are co-stored in RGCs with innervation in the SCN (Hannibal et al., 2000) .
Here, we have extended the detailed examination of the PACAP dependence of light-induced phase shifting in vivo, to the SCN slice preparation ex vivo. Firing-rate patterns are used to determine subjective time following chemical treatment of SCN that have been removed and maintained ex vivo, allowing examination of phase shifting following chemical application directly to SCN tissue. Applying glutamate to SCN slices, ex vivo, of wild-type and PACAP-null mice is an approximation of natural phase shifting one step removed from retinal light exposure. Overall, phase shifts in electrical activity replicate alterations in light-responsiveness in intact, behaving mice.
We show here that in the mouse SCN ex vivo, glutamate drives both late-night and early-night light exposure effects on circadian rhythm, and that the effect on late-night phase advance, as in the mouse in vivo, is PACAP-dependent, demonstrating that these phase-shifting modulatory effects of PACAP are dependent not on visual, but on non-visual photic sensory input to the SCN. The major expression of PACAP in the SCN is due to efferent connections from the retina via the RHT (Hannibal et al., 1998; Hannibal and Fahrenkrug, 2004) . Severing the optic nerves and allowing degeneration of those nerves produces a PACAP "knockout" limited to the retinohypothalamic input to the SCN in vivo, and subsequently in the SCN-containing hypothalamic slice. We have recapitulated the effects of PACAP deficiency in hypothalamic slices from enucleated wild-type mice, in which retinohypothalamic inputs have degenerated, to demonstrate that it is specifically PACAP supplied from these inputs, rather than from other hypothalamic regions projecting to SCN, that is responsible for the modulation of glutamate-dependent nonvisual photic regulation of circadian rhythmicity in SCN.
The results obtained here strongly suggest that PACAP plays an integral role in wild-type phase advances in response to light and glutamate during the late night. Our findings are inconsistent with a critical role of PACAP during the early night, as PACAP-null mice respond to light and glutamate with the same direction and magnitude of shift as wild-type mice despite the lack of PACAP expression. This is largely consistent with results seen in PAC1-R-deficient mice (Hannibal et al., 2001a) , but is not the same as results seen in other PACAP-deficient mouse models (Kawaguchi et al., 2003; Colwell et al., 2004) . One of the potential confounds of any genetically ablated animal model is the potential for wide-ranging, non-specific alterations as a result of a genetic lesion present during the entire course of development. An alternate explanation for altered shifting might FIGURE 4 | PACAP rescues phase advances in PACAP-null mice with magnitudes that are dose-dependent. Neither glutamate nor PACAP induce phase advances when applied alone to PACAP-null SCN brain slices at CT 22. When they are applied together, they induce phase advances that are inversely related to PACAP dose. One-way ANOVA, Dunnett's post hoc test. * p < 0.05, * * * * p < 0.0001.
FIGURE 5 | Summary of PACAP dependence of late-night phase advance in slices from enucleated wild-type C57Bl/6 mice. Panels (A-C) depict PACAP dependence of glutamate-induced late-night phase advance using the doses of glutamate and PACAP shown to best mimick physiological phase-advance (i.e., phase advance observed in vivo in C57Bl6 mice). Panel (D) summarizes the phase shift data obtained from preparations from three separate animals for each treatment condition. In enucleated mice, treatment with glutamate + PACAP is significantly induced as compared to no treatment or with glutamate alone. p < 0.001, One-way ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc test.
suggest that such non-specific developmental disruptions result in altered shifting in the absence of a critical role for PACAP during the normal course of phase resetting. Fortunately, the PACAP-deficient mouse model holds the capacity to test such a hypothesis. Because exogenous PACAP may be replaced in the brain-slice preparation, the potential for PACAP to restore normal responses to glutamate could be directly tested.
The data from these experiments are furthermore consistent with a surprisingly specific sensitivity of the SCN to PACAP. FIGURE 6 | Glutamate-induced stimulation in CREB phosphorylation is attenuated in PACAP-null animals. PCREB immunoreactivity normalized to total CREB was significantly induced in SCN with glutamate in wild-type animals. Induction in PACAP-null mice is lower than in wild-type mice. Number of slices per group indicated on each bar (wt = 5; ko = 3) Two-way ANOVA; Tukey post-hoc test. * p < 0.05. The circadian clock, although able to maintain a near-24h rhythm and appropriately delay during the early night, is nonetheless critically damaged during the late night in mice lacking PACAP. Replacing PACAP directly on the SCN brain slice, at only the time of glutamate application, and only in the area of the SCN, is sufficient to rescue wild-type shifting in the presence of glutamate. The most parsimonious conclusion supported by these data is that PACAP (or part of its signaling cascade) interacts with glutamate to shift the endogenous rhythm of the mammalian SCN during the late night. It will be of particular interest to examine in the ex vivo hypothalamic explant preparation the phenocopying of phase-shifting effects of downstream components of glutamate signaling, such as cAMP and cGMP signaling (Tischkau et al., 2000 (Tischkau et al., , 2003 , and their PACAP dependence, as this should provide valuable insights into how PACAP acts post-synaptically to allow glutamate phaseadvance to occur in this preparation and, presumably, in vivo.
It will also be of critical interest to compare the effects of PACAP on pupillary constriction in the eye, apparently independently of glutamate transmission, and phase-shifting at the level of the SCN. Is PACAP released all night, or only when the SCN seems to require it? This question is of particular relevance in view of our novel observation of a circadian rhythm to the expression of PACAP itself (i.e., its mRNA) in the ipRGC, with significantly higher levels during subjective night than during subjective day. What is the intracellular response of PACAP as a function of time of day, as its receptor(s) appear to be present throughout the day, and how does it interact with that of glutamate? Do all (or any) light pulses cause PACAP release, and when throughout the day is PACAP actually available for release in response to photic stimulation? The experimental system employed here affords the opportunity to study the nature of cotransmission in advances and delays more intimately, as well as to obtain greater insight into the mechanisms of species differences in phase shifting in response to light.
It is worthy of comment that the altered phase-shifting seen in these experiments reported here is similar to the results originally reported regarding mice with an altered PACAP receptor (PAC1-R). PAC1-R-null mice showed early-night responses that were similar to wild-type mice (although light-pulses at CT 20 induced longer delays in the PAC-1-R null mice). During the late night (CT23), however, PAC1-R-nulls showed phase delays opposite to the advances seen in wild-type mice (Hannibal et al., 2001a) . These data are consistent with our previous results (Beaule et al., 2009) .
How does PACAP modulation of glutamate signaling in SCN, and therefore potentially at other CNS synapses, compare to what is known about PACAP signaling from cell culture and other experiments? We have reported preliminarily (Zhang et al., 2018 ; Society for Neuroscience Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA, United States, November 2018) that PACAP seems to act downstream of glutamate signaling for late-night phase advance, in that the phase-shifting effects of cGMP, elevated by and mimicking the ex vivo effects of glutamate itself, are likewise blocked in PACAP-deficient slices, and this impairment is removed by direct application of PACAP together with glutamate at subjective late-night in the mouse SCN ex vivo. Other reports suggest that PACAP acts (Darvish and Russell, 1998; Chen et al., 1999; Michel et al., 2006) via non-specific calcium channel opening, downstream of elevation of cAMP, acknowledged to be the major intracellular effect of stimulation of the PAC1, VPAC1, and VPAC2 receptors through which PACAP acts. The fact that the modulatory effects of PACAP in "wild-type" SCN slices ex vivo can be restored, in PACAP-deficient mice, by addition of exogenous PACAP strongly suggests that, at least in the SCN, the effects of PACAP may be mediated either by glutamatestimulated PACAP release at intact retinohypothalamic (psRGC) nerve terminals in the ex vivo preparation, or that a low level of spontaneous PACAP release is sufficient to "prime" latenight phase advancing effects within the SCN. In addition to concerted post-synaptic effects of glutamate and PACAP at this and other synapses, the possibility exists that PACAP modulates glutamate effects post-synaptically via PAC1-mediated activation of astroglial inputs at the post-synapse (Miyata Review, ANYAS, in press) . PACAP also acts directly, in neurons and endocrine cells, to activate the mitogen-activated protein kinase ERK (Frödin et al., 1994; Barrie et al., 1997; Hashimoto et al., 2003; Butcher et al., 2005; Gerdin and Eiden, 2007; Ravni et al., 2008; Emery and Eiden, 2012; May et al., 2014) , and this has recently been shown to occur via a novel cAMP effector, NCS-Rapgef2 (Emery et al., 2013; Missig et al., 2014 Missig et al., , 2015 . In any event, it seems that PACAP signaling may well shape glutamate responsivity, in addition to its own potential wholly independent effects at synapses at which there is no evidence for glutamate co-transmission. It remains for future research to link glutamate/PACAP co-signaling to the effects of PACAP on metaplasticity in hippocampus (Macdonald et al., 2005 , MacDonald et al., 2007 Costa et al., 2008) , in fear processing in amygdala and hippocampus (Hammack and May, 2015; Schmidt et al., 2015) , cocaine relapse in BNST (Miles et al., 2016 (Miles et al., , 2017 , and multiple effects in projections from frontal cortex (Crestani et al., 2013) .
As mentioned above, identifying the possible locus of PACAP action in modulation of glutamatergic signaling in the SCN by examining the PACAP dependence of late-night phase-shifting by downstream messengers activated by glutamate in SCN will be an important next step forward in full understanding of this glutamate-PACAP co-modulatory system (Gillette and Mitchell, 2002) . At this time, we suggest that PACAP's physiological role, regardless of its mode of action, is to augment this signaling pathway during times when glutamate stimulation alone is insufficient. How and why PACAP expression waxes and wanes throughout the day in pigmented retina, and if this pattern is functionally related to PACAP circadian function, is a compelling question for future investigation, both for understanding of the full effects of retinal photosensitivity on sensory information processing and behavior in mammalian species, and for determining if the retinohypothalamic projection to the SCN is paradigmatic for PACAP neurotransmission in other brain regions.
